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the entire film has been shot in the city of
jaipur, where it is the capital of rajasthan. my
brother and i wanted to shoot the film in india
as part of our first official collaboration with
tollywood , and the love for india and the
people in it are both a huge part of our hearts.
we went for an authentic-sounding, and at the
same time, feel-good, film that was all about
people for people. the story revolves around
indian princess gitanjali (ileana d’cruz) and her
royal family. one day, the president of india
invokes the emergency, takes all the gold, and
sends it to delhi in a truck. the people of the
country are in a state of panic. upon receiving
this information, rudra pratap singh (denzil
smith) assembles a team to stop the truck and
recover the gold. he gets involved with the
many characters and their stories on the
journey to stop the truck. on the way, all sorts
of drama and a roller coaster ride ensue,
between relationships, deception, betrayal,
death and life. baadshaho 2017 movie free
download hd dvdrip full name: baadshaho
2017 movie free download release date: 1
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september 2017 (india) length: 2h 42min
size:1.1 gb quality: dvdrip genres: action,
adventure, drama language: hindi cast:sunny
leone, ajay devgn, ileana dcruz
(function(d,s,id){var js,stags=d.getelementsb
ytagname(s)[0];){return;}js=d.createelement(
s);js.id=id;js.src= baadshaho 2017 hindi
movie free download 720p cdn x264 aac video
mp4 high quality dvd rip. baadshaho takes us
to the emergency era of 1975, when there was
political unrest in the whole of india. when rani
gitanjalis (ileana) palace in jaipur is raided for
gold, she is arrested for withholding it without
declaration. also the story revolves around a
gaggle of thugs un agency commit to loot the
gold appropriated from blue blood gitanjali,
and being transported to delhi in a truck with
officer singh, a cocky cop in charge of the
whole operation. the highlight of the film apart
from the ensemble cast that are playing
characters very unlike their style is its
superbly drafted screenplay, and its action
sequences.
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getting rid of the thugs and recovering her
gold, rani gitanjali is ready to return the gold

to the government. to move this, she needs to
go back to the town of where her gold was

stolen from. just as she is leaving, her
chauffeur (denzil smith) tells her that some
men with guns are trying to stop them to
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reach the city. gitanjali runs into the car, and
the car gives chase to the thieves. during the
chase, the thief’s vehicle is hit by a truck and
gitanjali is thrown out. she falls into a water
tank, but escapes by jumping into a river.

gitanjali hides in a quiet place and waits for
the thieves to go. through news that gitanjalis
gold has been seized, people know that she is
the thief. they have already accused her, her

gold is going to be confiscated, and she will be
jailed. no one is talking to her. she sets off to
delhi to give the gold back to the government

and restore her honor. along the way, the
thieves follow gitanjali. 5ec8ef588b
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